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Home .  For many of our families

having a place to call home or even

describing where they 'stay '  is not

easy .  

To secure housing is often a

daily challenge that undermines

the stability and quality of life

for so many in our community.
Often the daily and weekly challenge

of secure housing results in a

precarious reality .  This frightening

existence for parents means not

knowing where they and their

children will sleep ,  eat ,  or be safe .

Our community ,  with others across

the country ,  are grappling with this

growing issue .  The toll on a person ’s

mental ,  physical and spiritual being is

both short and long-term .  On-going

insecurity results in increased costs

for physical and mental health issues ,

disrupted educations and inability to

sustain employment .  The detrimental

effects of this ongoing trauma

can be felt in all sectors of our

community and is very costly .

Because our community cares for its

neighbors ,  many are searching for

ways to provide immediate help as

well as to develop a long-term

solution .  Many believe if we can

stabilize those who are precariously

housed ,  we can provide more stability

for our community .

To gain a better understanding of the

challenges of those precariously

housed ,  the Community Foundation of

West Georgia coordinated a door-to-

door survey of local extended stay

hotels .  Guests at five of the seven

hotels identified as extended stay

were surveyed beginning in October ,

concluding in November .  The purpose

of the survey was to discover barriers

to obtaining more permanent housing

and develop community-based

strategies .



Background

The most often asked question we hear

is ,  “How many homeless people live in

Carroll County?” Due to the transient

nature of this population ,  it is very

difficult to quantify a specific number

on any given day .  In addition ,  there are

different ‘definitions ’  of who is

described as homeless .  The term ,

‘homeless ’  can describe several

situations along a continuum ,  from

someone who is in danger of losing their

housing to someone living in their car or

a tent in a squatter-type environment .   

One approach to addressing homelessness is housing first .  Housing first is “a

homeless assistance approach that prioritizes providing permanent housing to

people experiencing homelessness ,  thus ending their homelessness and serving as a

platform from which they can pursue personal goals and improve their quality of life .

This approach is guided by the belief that people need basic necessities like food

and a place to live before attending to anything less critical ,  such as getting a job ,

budgeting properly ,  or attending to substance use issues ,” according to the National

Alliance to End Homelessness .
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There is not a one-size fits-all
solution and often it requires more

than just financial assistance.

“Fixing” the homeless situation is as varied as the number of people precariously

housed .  Frustration is experienced by both the ‘helper ’  and those receiving ‘help . ’  A

clearer understanding is needed to truly determine what assistance helps versus

what causes further damage .



Background

To develop a more effective strategy ,  it was decided to interview those living in

extended stay hotels to gain information in a face-to-face format ,  to learn their

stories and to seek to understand from their perspective their barriers to more

permanent housing .  The survey was a series of questions that covered basic

demographic data (age ,  race ,  marital status ,  number of children ,  geographic

resident history ,  and history of homelessness).

Questions were asked regarding housing stability barriers ,  tenant barriers (rental

history ,  credit history ,  criminal history), personal barriers (family composition ,

physical health ,  mental health ,  violence/abuse history ,  education/social related)

and financial barriers (income/employment ,  expenses ,  finances). Lastly ,  the survey

sought self-identified sources of information that would be helpful to those who

want to move into more permanent housing .
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Survey of Extended Stay Residents

On four different afternoons ,  the following

extended stay hotels were visited :  Carroll

Inn (85 rooms), Crown Inn (36 rooms),

Efficiency Lodge (121 rooms), Rodeway Inn

(92 rooms) and the Royal Inn (32 rooms).

Not all the rooms were occupied ,  and the

management did not disclose their

vacancy rates .  There were 88 people

surveyed ;  most of the residents answered

all applicable questions ,  however some

chose to skip or not answer some

questions .   

Volunteers visited each of the hotels and

knocked on every door at each of the

extended stay hotels .  These hotels were

identified by nonprofit partners ,  homeless

school liaisons and faith-based partners as

places most utilized by individuals and

families seeking a place to live .  This type of

lodging often features a kitchenette or a

small refrigerator and a microwave .

Management often offers discounts to

people who stay a minimum of one week .

The terms hotel ,  motel and extended stay

are used interchangeably .

The residents were surveyed and first asked

if this was their place of residence or were

they staying there for business or leisure .

For some ,  admitting that the motel was

their residence was difficult .  If the

answer was ‘yes , ’  they were asked if they

would consent to participating in the

survey to determine barriers to people

seeking more permanent housing .  The

surveys were completed using a QR code

via a cell phone or a paper copy .

Individuals completing the survey were

given a small token of appreciation of a

bag of dental and personal toiletry items .

Findings: Perceptions versus Reality

Many of the residents at the extended stay

hotels said that they never expected to be

homeless .  Most experienced an event that

quickly sent them into a downward

financial freefall .  Anything from an

unexpected doctor visit to a major car

repair ,  lost job or a divorce can result in

an immediate crisis .  The majority live

paycheck to paycheck and do not have a

savings account to provide the buffer

needed to protect them from losing their

housing .  The perception is that these

residents are chronically homeless ,  but

the 57 percent of the respondents stated

they had not been homeless before .  75%

had never been evicted as an adult .  When

asked how long they had stayed at this or

a nearby extended stay hotel ,  62% said
one year or less .  The residents are local

Carrollton/Carroll County families .  Prior to

moving into the extended stay ,  70% lived
in Carroll County .  Of the those surveyed

92% had lived in Carroll County for
longer than 5 years .  They are still within

working age with 80% reporting being

younger than 55 .  
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Because concerned citizens have noticed

school buses picking up and dropping off

students at these motels there is a

perception that many children live there .

We were surprised to learn that 59% of

the residents have one to two children ,

but more than 59% stated the children in

their household were over 18 years of age

with only 41% of the children under 18 .  A

partial explanation may be that there are

more males (56%) than females (44%)

living in the extended stay ,  and females

tend to be the primary caregivers .  Some

residents said they have children ,  but

they were staying with friends or relatives

because they did not feel their children

would be safe there .  Another

misconception is the residents have a

criminal history or they are just living off

government benefits .  The survey did not

confirm this perception .  Of those

surveyed ,  the majority had not been
convicted of a misdemeanor (64%) or a

felony (72%) nor are on probation (75%)

or parole (86%). 
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 Another surprising note ,  76% stated that
they were not receiving financial
assistance from a local nonprofit .  Many

would be surprised to learn that most of

the residents are working full-time jobs

(46%). However ,  37% stated that their

employment status was unknown because

they worked at staffing services or were

day laborers .  Monthly earnings of those

employed ranged from <$1300 per month

(45%) to those making $1900-$3000 per

month (36%). Those on the lower end are

typically working temporary jobs or low

skilled positions at minimum wage

whereas the upper income group has

stable full-time jobs making $12 to $18 per

hour .  Even with a steady job ,  it is a

struggle to pay the weekly rates at the

local extended stay hotels .  The residents

reported paying rates from $500 to $1500

per month with the average paying $1100
to $1200 per month .

All the residents stated that they are
paying over 50% of their income to cover
their stays .  After paying their rent ,  most

have very little to cover basic necessities ,

including food .  While most of the hotels will

provide a discount for residents who stay by

the week or longer ,  one missed night results

in a higher rate .  In addition ,  the residents

pay the hotel/motel tax for the first 30 days

of their stay .  One missed night or a move to

a different hotel results in paying the taxes

again .

The majority stated that they were not

receiving temporary assistance for needy

families (TANF) (88%) nor social security
or disability (69%). There was an almost

even split between those who are and are

not receiving food stamps .  



Those desiring to stay mentioned that they

felt a sense of community with other

residents because of their long term

occupancy .  The three biggest barriers
stated by those desiring to move included

affordable housing ,  deposit or down

payment assistance and the ability to earn

higher wages .

It was interesting to learn that most stated it

was difficult to find affordable housing near

their work .  We encountered several

individuals who walk to work ,  often several

miles ,  along busy roads .  Only about half of

the respondents (52%) have reliable

transportation .

The high cost of extended stay prevents

many residents from saving even a small

amount each week for a down payment or

deposits .  Past due rent or utilities do not

appear to be an issue .  When asked if they

had unpaid rent or utilities in their name ,

67% stated no .  However ,  there may be other

financial issues preventing them from

securing housing .

Providing Stability: Removing Barriers

When asked to rate their intensity of wanting

to move out of an extended stay and into

permanent housing 86% expressed a strong

desire to move immediately .  
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When asked about their credit history ,

54% were aware of their credit history ,

44% stated they had poor credit ,  34%

reported good credit and 22% did not

know .  They were aware that credit

history affects their ability to get

housing .  Most were unsure of past

credit issues or how to check or repair

their credit scores .  The majority (60%)
stated they do not have current
financial debts such as loans ,  credit

cards or car payments .  The majority

(54%) have a checking account but do

not have a savings account (79%).



What's next? A Community Response.
What is the appropriate strategy? What can be done to move our neighbors from

precarious to permanent housing? There are roles for everyone .  The complexity of this

issue demands that our community unite .  We can change the trajectory .

 

Here are some possible starting points:

Provide a financial literacy program that works with individuals

to repair and build their credit scores .  A good credit score is a

major step in securing permanent housing and reducing living

costs .  (A poor credit score affects one ’s ability to secure housing or

a car and better insurance rates .)

Transportation has and continues to be a major barrier for those desiring to work .  Current options do

not address the daily need for transportation to and from work .  Consideration could be given to move

to a route- based transit system instead of an on- demand model .  Employers could join to provide

shuttles from a limited number of stops (such as extended stay hotels and apartment complexes) to

and from work .

A nonprofit could re-establish the “Wheels to Work” program .  Wheels to Work provides cars with low

interest loans to people needing a car to get to work or to people who could secure a job if they had a

car .  Payments are pooled to purchase additional cars .

Workforce housing could be made available through several strategies .  Proposed multi-family housing

could be required to set aside a percentage of units to be rented as below market rent or on a sliding

scale based on average hourly wages .

Zoning changes could be considered for single and double family housing in existing homes with

basements and garage apartments .  Increasing the resident density will allow for more housing

opportunities in the community .  

Existing housing stock owned by seniors who are unable to maintain or care for their home could be

carefully screened and matched with co-residents .  In addition to below market rent ,  the co-resident(s)

would help maintain the home and yard .  For some ,  this could be a form of owner-financed loans that

would allow for future home ownership .
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3: AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

2: "WHEELS TO WORK"
PROGRAM

1: FINANCIAL 
LITERACY PROGRAM



Most importantly ,  this effort needs committed elected officials ,  the business

community ,  faith community and nonprofits to come together .  The opportunity is a

marathon ,  not a sprint .  Some ideas will work ,  some will require adjustments along the

way and some quite simply will fail .  However ,  we cannot walk away ;  the costs in both

human and financial capital are too great .

Our community has demonstrated time and again their willingness to come together

to help our neighbors .  Let us not just talk about what needs to be done ,  let us be

willing to take a risk and see what we can do together .

cfwg.net

807 South Park Street

770-832-1462
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The Community Foundation of West Georgia would like to thank the volunteers who gave of

their time to survey the residents of the extended stay hotels . Thank you to Rapha Clinic and

Impact International for the donation of goody bags.


